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Endless Runner 
In this tutorial we are going to create an Endless Runner game. In this game character can only 

move right and left and it is always going forward. The ground (tile or platform) are generated in 

runtime (procedural content generation or PCG). 

What is Procedural Content Generation? 

Procedural content generation (PCG) is the programmatic generation of game content using a random or pseudo-

random process that results in an unpredictable range of possible game play spaces. 1It is used to automatically 

create large amounts of content in a game.  

Advantages of procedural generation include smaller file sizes, larger amounts of content, and randomness for less 

predictable gameplay. 

Creating Our Project 

➢ Let’s start by creating a new Unity 3D project call it “Endless Game Runner”.  

➢ Creating the following Directory hierarchy in the Project Window: 

o Animations 

It will contain both Animation Clips and Animation Controllers each on its Directory. 

▪ Animations 

▪ Controllers 

o Materials 

o Textures 

o Models 

It will contain our character 3D models.  

o Prefabs 

It will include that prefabs we will make during making our game. It will also include our characters 

after adding some components and change some of its properties. 

o Scenes 

o Scripts 

o Packages 

Include imported packages from Asset Store or sources. 

➢ Save the Scene in the “Scenes” directory as “Scene01”. 

Preparing our character prefab 
➢ Import the “yBot” 3D character model that we had used before. If you don’t have it download it from 

Mixamo.  

You should place it in the “Models” folder 

➢ Add the character to our Scene. Then reset its Transform Component. To do that: 

o Select the Character from the Scene view or from the Hierarchy. 

o After selecting the Character, the Inspector will change to show the component of the selected 

GameObject (our character). 

o Go to the Transform Component, and the Gear icon  and select Reset.  

                                                           
1 Definition form http://pcg.wikidot.com/   
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Figure 1 

o Change the Tag from untagged to Player.   

 

o If the Character GameObject has any Colliders remove it and add a Character Controller Component. 

 

Figure 2 Character Controller Component 

Tags 
A Tag is a reference word which you can assign to one or more GameObjects. For example, 

• You might define “Player” Tags for player-controlled characters and an “Enemy” Tag for 

non-player-controlled characters.  

• You might define items the player can collect in a Scene with a “Collectable” Tag. 

Tags help you identify GameObjects for scripting purposes. They ensure you don’t need to manually 

add GameObjects to a script’s exposed properties using drag and drop, thereby saving time when 

you are using the same script code in multiple GameObjects. 

Tags are useful for triggers in Collider control scripts; they need to work out whether the player is 

interacting with an enemy, a prop, or a collectable, for example. 

You can use the GameObject.FindWithTag() function to find a GameObject by setting it to 

look for any object that contains the Tag you want. 

Source: Tags from Unity Documentation. 

https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/Tags.html
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Character Controller 
The Character Controller is mainly used for third-person or first-person player control that does not 

make use of Rigidbody physics. 

It is simply a capsule shaped Collider which can be told to move in some direction from a script. The 

Controller will then carry out the movement but be constrained by collisions. It will slide along 

walls, walk upstairs (if they are lower than the Step Offset) and walk on slopes within the Slope 

Limit. 

The Controller does not react to forces on its own and it does not automatically push Rigidbodies 

away. 

Properties 

Property: Function: 

Slope Limit Limits the collider to only climb slopes that are less steep (in degrees) than 

the indicated value. 

Step Offset The character will step up a stair only if it is closer to the ground than the 

indicated value. This should not be greater than the Character Controller’s 

height or it will generate an error. 

Skin width Two colliders can penetrate each other as deep as their Skin Width. Larger 

Skin Widths reduce jitter. Low Skin Width can cause the character to get 

stuck. A good setting is to make this value 10% of the Radius. 

Min Move 

Distance 

If the character tries to move below the indicated value, it will not move at 

all. This can be used to reduce jitter. In most situations this value should be 

left at 0. 

Center This will offset the Capsule Collider in world space and won’t affect how the 

Character pivots. 

Radius Length of the Capsule Collider’s radius. This is essentially the width of the 

collider. 

Height The Character’s Capsule Collider height. Changing this will scale the 

collider along the Y axis in both positive and negative directions. 

 

Source: Character Controller form Unity Documentation. 

https://docs.unity3d.com/Manual/class-CharacterController.html
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o  After adding the Character Controller component, green lines in capsule shape will appear, this is 

the collider. Modify the Center and Height of the Character Controller to make the Collider fit our 

character. 

   

  

  
a b 

Figure 3 Before (a) and after (b) changing the Center of the Character Controller 

o  The Character Controller gives you the same type of collision as Capsule Collider but it allows you to 

move the GameObject using function called Move(). 

o We want to add some actions to our player. Let’s add a new Script call it “PlayerMovement”. 

In order to move the player we need a reference to the Character Controller component and then 

call the Move() function. 

▪ First things first, you should add the newly created script to the Player. 

▪ Add a new field of type CharacterController in the script call it “controller”.   

▪ Use GetComponent method to get a reference to our Character Controller Component and 

assign it to “controller” field. That should be done in the Start method. 

▪ Since we are going to create an Endless Runner game we want our character to continuously   

move, so we will call Move method in the Update function. 

The Move function need to take a motion, which is a Vector3 object. Let’s try to use 

Vector3.Forward, which is a shorthand for writing Vector3(0,0,1).  

Try to play the game now. 

 

▪  The character is moving forward but it is very fast. Let’s handle this, we multiply the 

Vector3.Forward with Time.deltaTime. 

 

CharacterController.Move 
public CollisionFlags Move(Vector3 motion); 

Attempts to move the controller by motion, the motion will only be constrained by collisions. 

Source: CharacterController.Move from Unity Script Reference. 

https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/CharacterController.Move.html
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▪ If we try to play the game, we will notice it is now moving too slow. To handle that we are 

going to add speed. So, declare a new variable “speed” and set it to 5.0. Then multiply it 

with other values in the Move function. 

▪ Our code should look like the code snippet below. 

using System.Collections; 

using System.Collections.Generic; 

using UnityEngine; 

 

public class PlayerMovmentController : MonoBehaviour { 

    private CharacterController controller; 

    private float speed = 5.0f; 

    // Use this for initialization 

    void Start () { 

        controller = GetComponent<CharacterController>(); 

    } 

     

    // Update is called once per frame 

    void Update () { 

        controller.Move(Vector3.forward * Time.deltaTime * speed); 

    } 

}  

Code Snippet 1 

o Rename our character to “Player” and drag it to the “Prefabs” directory. 

Character Animation, Movement and Gravity 
Our character can move forward but without any animation and it is not falling despite that there is no ground. It 

also can’t do any thing but moving forward. We now will do the following: 

• Add a running animation 

• Handle right and left movement. 

• Add gravity. 

Let’s start:  

➢ Create a new Animator Controller call it “YBotAnimController”. Move it to Animations/Controllers 

directory.  

➢ Import Running Animation that we used before or download one form Mixamo. Of curse you should Import 

it in Animation/Animations directory. 

➢ Select the Animation from the Project Window, then go to the inspector the Animation tab and make sure to 

check Loop Time and Loop Pose and click Apply. Why we did that? Because our character will always be 

running. 

➢ Open the Animator View and drag the animation to it. A new state will be created as the default state and a 

default transition will go from Entry State to the newly created state. Rename the state to “Running”. 
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Figure 4 Animator Window after adding a new state and renaming it. 

➢ Finally, we should add the Animator Controller to our Character by choosing it from the Inspector or Scene 

View, then go to the Animator Component and add the Animator Controller to the Controller property of 

the Animator Component.  

Now try to play the game, you should see your character running forward. 

Now let’s work on the left and right movement:  

➢ Since we will tackle gravity later let’s add a floor beneath our character. 

o Create a new Plane. 

o Reset its position. 

o Scale it up by 5 by 5 by 5. 

 

Figure 5 Our Scene after adding and scaling our ground. 

➢ To make our Character move right and left, let’s open our “PlayerMovement” script. 

➢ Declare a new Vector3 field name it “moveVector”. 

Our goal with this is to replace what is inside controller.move function by “moveVector”. In every 
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single frame we are going to recalculate the “moveVector”, in this way we can have a movement that is 

new in every frame. 

➢ We are going to do that in the Update method:  

o In the first line of the Update method we should reset our “moveVector”, we can do that by 

assigning it to a zero vector as follow 

        moveVector = Vector3.zero;  

Code Snippet 2 

   In this way we reset the “moveVector”. 

o Now we are going to calculate the X value, the Y value and the Z value. 

In Unity the X is moving right and left, the Y is moving up and down and the Z is moving forward and 

backward.  

o The X value or moveVector.x should equal either right or left depending on which direction you 

are pressing on the keyboard. So, we need to get user input. We will do that as follow: 

moveVector.x = Input.GetAxisRaw("Horizontal");  

Code Snippet 3 

  We used GetAxisRaw because we don’t want to be affected by sensitivity and gravity of the input. 

  We must remember to multiply the previous value by speed. 

o  If we change our Move function parameter to the following:  

controller.Move(moveVector * Time.deltaTime);  

Code Snippet 4 

And then play the game, we can notice that we can move right and left. We will fix the move 

forward soon.  

o The Z value or moveVector.z is for Forward and Backward movement, but since we are making 

an Endless Runner we only need to move Forward and hence moveVector.z should equal to 

speed which is a positive value which indicate moving forward. 

If you play the game now, you should be able to move right and left while moving (running) forward. 

o  We are going now to handle Gravity, we can do that as follow: 

▪ Declaring a “verticalVelocity” as float and set it to zero. 

Every single frame we are going to calculate this “verticalVelocity” it will be 

incremented if I am on falling or resting it if I am on the floor. 

▪ So, before actually doing X or Y or Z, I am going to ask my Character Controller “Are you 

grounded right now?” 

If I am on the floor set “verticalVelocity” to zero or to a add a really slight value to 

make sure that you are really on the floor. 

Else “verticalVelocity” will be decrement by gravity, which we will declare as 

float to and set it to 12.0 for example. 

▪ Finally, we need to modify the moveVector.y and set it to verticalVelocity. 

The following code snippet shows this step: 
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        moveVector = Vector3.zero; 

        if(controller.isGrounded){ 

            verticalVelocity = 0.5f; 

        }else{ 

            verticalVelocity -= gravity * Time.deltaTime;    

        } 

        //X is left and right 

        moveVector.x = Input.GetAxisRaw("Horizontal") * speed; 

        //Y is up and down 

        moveVector.y = verticalVelocity; 

        //Z is forward and backward 

        moveVector.z = speed; 

        // 

        controller.Move(moveVector * Time.deltaTime);  

Code Snippet 5 

Camera Movement 
We now want to make our Camera follow our character. We will do that using a Script in our Camera. We will use a 

different method than the one we used before.  

We will make a Script that will put the Camera on our Character and give it a certain offset. But instead of writing the 

offset value manually in the code we want to be able to change it (the offset) by changing the position of the Camera 

in the editor.  

➢ Choose the Camera from the Inspector and add a new Script on it, call it “CameraMovement”. Then move 

the file to the Script directory.  

➢ The first thing we need to do is to get a reference to the Transform component of our Character (the player). 

We will do that as follow: 

o Declare a private Transform, call it “lookAt”. 

o Remember that I asked you before to make sure that you change the Tag of our character to 

“Player”, its time to use that now. 

We are going to use GameObject.FindGameObjectWithTag, which return a GameObject 

with tag name. We will call it in the Start method and get the Transform Component from the 

returned GameObject and assign it to “lookAt”.  

lookAt = GameObject.FindGameObjectWithTag("Player").transform;  

Code Snippet 6 

➢ Now we need to get the offset, to do that: 

o Declare a private Vector3 and call it “startOffset”. 

o We want the “startOffset” to equal the difference the initial position of the Camera and our 

Character before the game begin or at the very begging of the game. To do that we will calculate the 

difference between Camera position and Player position in the Start method and assign the result 

to “startOffset”. 

startOffset = transform.position - lookAt.position;  

Code Snippet 7 

o Till now we didn’t move the Camera or make it follow the Player. To do that we are going to update 

the position of the camera every frame and assign the Player position plus the startOffset to 

it.  
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➢ The code in CameraMovment should look like the following code snippet. 

public class CameraMovement : MonoBehaviour { 

    private Transform lookAt; 

    private Vector3 startOffset; 

    // Use this for initialization 

    void Start () { 

        lookAt = GameObject.FindGameObjectWithTag("Player").transform; 

        startOffset = transform.position - lookAt.position; 

    } 

     

    // Update is called once per frame 

    void Update () { 

        transform.position = lookAt.position + startOffset; 

    } 

}  

Code Snippet 8 

Restrict Camera movement 
In the previous part we make the Camera follow the Player, but it follows it even when it moves left and right. In my 

opinion in an Endless Runner it should be the center of and not moving right and left. 

So, we want to restrict the movement of the camera in the X axis and keep it centered at X = 0. 

To do, let’s first change the dimensions (Scale) of our Plane to 1 by 5 by 15. 

Now its time to modify our “CameraMovement” Script.  

➢ Declare a private Vector3 and call it “moveVector”. 

➢ We want to do the following: 

o Making “moveVector” contain the new position of the Camera. 

o Change the X value of “moveVector” to zero. 

o Assign this value (the value of “moveVector” after changing its X value) to Camera position. 

➢ The following code snippet contains the code after making the above changes: 

    void Update () { 

        moveVector = lookAt.position + startOffset; 

        // X value 

        moveVector.x = 0; 

         

        transform.position = moveVector; 

    }  

Code Snippet 9 

Gameplay Prefabs (Tiles) 
Now we are going to make prefabs that we are going to create at run time. We make more than one because we 

want to generate different tiles to make different obstacles. 

➢ Remove the Plane we made at the begging. 

➢ Create a new Plane, move it so that our Characters stand at the edge of it. For me I moved it -5 in Z. 
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Figure 6 

➢ Now Import the following Packages form the Asset Store:  

o GrassRoadRace  

it contains prefabs that we will use as our Tiles (Platform or Ground). 

o Barrel 

It contains Prefabs that we will use as Obstacles. 

o Crate 

It also contains Prefabs that we will use as Obstacles. 

 

Figure 7 

➢  Drag Ground01 to the Scene and Reset its position then snap it using Vertex Snap(V ) to align it next to the 

player. 

https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/environments/roadways/grass-road-race-46974
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/props/industrial/barrel-840
https://assetstore.unity.com/packages/3d/props/crate-31462
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Figure 8 

➢  If we play the game you will notice that the player may fall from right or left so add Box Collider to the 

fences. Use Edit Collider to reshape the collider. 

 

Figure 9 

➢ Rename the Object to Tile_GrassBridge and make a Prefab from it.  

➢ Make other Prefabs the same way but add some Obstacles to them. Make sure that the obstacles has 

Colliders on them. 

➢ I have created the following Prefabs: 

o Tile_GrassBridge 

o Tile_GrassBridge_WithBarrelBothSides 

o Tile_GrassBridge_WithBarrelLeft 

o Tile_GrassBridge_WithBarrelRight 

o Tile_GrassBridge_WithCrateBothSides 
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Figure 10 Foe Tiles one after another, each with different obstacles  

Spawning Algorithm 
In this section we are going to write a script that create GameObjects, in our case tiles, in runtime. 

➢ Remove the tiles you created before or the one you used them to create the prefabs. Your Inspector should 

look like the following image 

 

Figure 11 

➢ Create a new Empty GameObject call it “TileManager”. 

➢ Reset its position and make sure that it is in position X = 0, Y = 0, Z = 0. 

➢ Create a new Script in that GameObject and call it “TileManager”. 

➢ The first thing our script needs to know is what are the prefabs it can spawn. To give it this information we 

will declare a public GameObject array, let’s call it “tilesPrefabs”. 

➢ If you save the code and select the “TileManager” GameObject and look on the inspector you will notice that 

it has a new property, “tilesPrefabs”. It has a small arrow on the left if you click it, it will expand and 

you will be able to input the size of the Array.  
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Figure 12 

➢ I will make the size equals to 3 and add the 3 of the Prefabs that I made before. 

 

Figure 13 

➢ The Spawning (Creation of new Objects in Runtime) can be achieved in many ways. But I want the triggering 

of the Spawning happen based on the Position of the Player. So, we will need reference to the Player. 

Declare a private Transform call it “PlayerTransform” and assign it the player transform in the same 

way we did in the “CameraMovement” script. 

➢ The tiles that we will create will have the same X and Y position, the difference between them is only Z 

position that’s because the positive Z axis is the Forward Direction. We will need a reference to the position 

in Z where the new GameObject (Tile) will be created. This reference will be updated every time we create a 

new GameObject. 

Declare a private float call it “spawnZ” and initialize it to 0.0. This variable indicates where in Z should 

we spawn the GameObject (Tile). 

➢ We will also need to know the Length of tiles to be able to update the “spawnZ”. 

Declare a private float call it “tileLength” initialize it to the length of the tile. To make things easier 

we will use tiles of the same length. For me the tile length is 7.62. 

➢ One more information we want to add, which is “How many tiles we want on the Screen?”. 

Declare a new private int and call it “amountOfTilesOnScreen” and initialize it to 7.  

➢ Create a new function call it “SpawningTile”. This will be the function that do the actual spawning. It will 

do the following: 

o Create (Instantiate a new GameObject). 

We will Clone (make a copy of) one of the Prefabs we reference in “tilesPrefabs”. We can do 

that using Instantiate method. 
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o Make that GameObject a child of “TileManager”   

o Move the GameObject to the right position. 

o Update “spawnZ”. 

    private void SpawnTile(int tileIndex = -1){ 

        GameObject tile; 

        tile = Instantiate(tilesPrefabs[0]) as GameObject; 

        tile.transform.SetParent(transform); 

        tile.transform.position = Vector3.forward * spawnZ; 

        spawnZ += tileLength; 

    }  

Code Snippet 10 

➢ Finally, we need to call SpawnTile function on the Update method, but we need to limit the Spawning to 

the “amountOfTilesOnScreen”. For now, we will just make sure that “amountOfTilesOnScreen” 

tiles will be ahead of our character. 

    void Update () { 

        if(playerTransform.position.z > spawnZ  

           - amountOfTilesOnScreen * tileLength 

         ){ 

            SpawnTile(); 

        } 

    }  

Code Snippet 11 

Object.Instantiate 
public static Object Instantiate(Object original); 

Parameters 

original An existing object that you want to make a copy of. 

Returns 

Object The instantiated clone. 

This function makes a copy of an object in a similar way to the Duplicate command in the editor. If 

you are cloning a GameObject then you can also optionally specify its position and rotation (these 

default to the original GameObject's position and rotation otherwise). If you are cloning a 

Component then the GameObject it is attached to will also be cloned, again with an optional 

position and rotation. 

When you clone a GameObject or Component, all child objects and components will also be cloned 

with their properties set like those of the original object. 

Source: Object.Instantiate from Unity Script Reference. 

https://docs.unity3d.com/ScriptReference/Object.Instantiate.html
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➢ A small note, for some reason the (0,0,0) of the Ground01 is at the end of it. That means when it is in the 

origin its length is in the negative direction. That means that if we run the previous code the first tile will be 

behind our Character as shown in the image below.  

To solve this problem, we will add the “tileLength” to the “spawnZ” when we reposition the newly 

instantiated GameObject. 

 

Figure 14 

    private void SpawnTile(int tileIndex = -1){ 

        GameObject tile; 

        tile = Instantiate(tilesPrefabs[0]) as GameObject; 

        tile.transform.SetParent(transform); 

        // tile.transform.position = Vector3.forward * (spawnZ); 

        tile.transform.position = Vector3.forward * (spawnZ + tileLength); 

        spawnZ += tileLength; 

    }  

Code Snippet 12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


